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Some things are better left in the 90’s; acid-wash jeans, slip dresses, and plaid flannel 
shirts for example. Our client had an outdated bathroom straight out of the 90’s, with 
lots of glass block, a corner tub, no cabinet or counter space, and pedestal sinks. Not 
only were these decoration trends that should have stayed in the 90’s, but they didn’t fit 
the client’s functional needs or minimalist décor style.

This presented an exciting design challenge. First, our client wanted a “wow” wall in 
their shower. Not just any tile would do, so we scoured dozens of tiles to find just the 
right one. They also wanted a bathroom they could live with for the rest of their lives 
with wheelchair access to the shower and closet. Since there would be no shower 
door, extra attention to design and flow was required. With the large, unused corner tub 
removed, our designer brainstormed to find the right storage and cabinetry to lend to 
the open feel of the bathroom. Finally, several upgrades were added, including heated 
floors, in-drawer electrical outlets, a bidet with a frosted glass privacy wall, and heated 
towel bars, creating the spa-like feel our clients were looking for.

About Alpha Design+Build
Alpha Design + Build is one of the area’s premier custom remodelers. 
The Design-Build method, built on collaboration and communication, unifies your 
designer and builder as a single entity. Our team includes professional designers, 
project managers, and master carpenters working together to provide beautiful custom 
living spaces and ensuring our clients have a smile on their face from start to finish!

4319 Lakeside Forest Drive East, Ann Arbor

ALPHA DESIGN+BUILD
Master Bathroom Remodel
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Michael Christie Photography

734-769-1900
www.AlphaDesignBuild.com
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Take Ann Arbor-Saline Road 
south and turn left onto Ellsworth. 
Turn right onto Lake Forest Dr E. 
The home will be on your left.


